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It has been a long time since you commented on my note on the Glasgow Motorway
bridges but various things have occurred that have delayed the final production not the
least of which was the agreement to include it in a new edition for John CuUen's history
of the Motorways. However I have printed some separately and enclose one for you as a
reminder of some of your earlier work.
I hope that you have come to terms with retirement and are enjoying life here and on the
east coast.
With kind regards
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PREFACE
After education in England I came up to University
College Dundee to read engineering and graduated fi-om
St. Andrews University in 1952. From there 1 joined the
Scottish Region of British Rail and worked in their office
in the former St. Enoch station for some five years At that
time 1 decided that roads offered a better opportunity for
major constructional work than railways and so after a
spell widening the Ayr road through Newton Meams 1
moved south and joined Sir Owen Williams & Partners to
work on the construction of the extension of the MI
through Leicestershire.
In 1963 I joined Scott & Wilson Kirkpatrick & Partners
in their office in Kendal to design structures for their
section of the M6 motorway through Westmorland. When
that came to an end they offered me a place in Glasgow or Lusaka and thus I returned to
Glasgow at the time when they were busy with the Glasgow Motorways. There I was
involved in the design of the Woodside and Renfrew 1 sections until I joined Roy
Hodgen at Jamieson MacKay & Partners and spent the rest of my career with them
working amongst other things on the Pitlochry Bypass of the A9, two bridges in
Inverness and the Skye Bridge.
INTRODUCTION
This note on the structures of the Glasgow Motorway has been prepared some forty years
after their construction from existing archives and my memory of being involved in the
design and construction when I worked for Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick. It is intended to
complement the book Glasgow Motorways a History by J M Cullen. I have referred to
the design but not attempted to comment on the on the subsequent performance and
maintenance.
It was early days in the design of urban motorways when work started in 1963 on the
first sections of the Glasgow motorway, Townhead Interchange Stage 1. The first rural
motorways had just been opened (Preston By Pass 1958) and complex urban
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interchanges were still under consideration. The Gravelly Hill interchange between
M6/M5 (Spaghetti Junction) was under design, but not completed until 1972.
There were no national technical codes or standard specification related specifically to
highways until the publication of the Standard Specification to Roads and Bridge Works
in the early 1970s.
Loading requirements were based on the HA Standard loading and HB abnormal loading
defined in BS153 Standard Specification for girder bridges first published pre-war and it
was not until the late 1970s that BS5400, a standard covering all aspects of bridge design
was pubhshed. Computer programmes had not been developed for the analysis of bridge
decks and use was made of grillage programmes and the load distribution charts
prepared by the Cement and Concrete Association but these were only suitable for right
simply supported decks
Bills of quantities were prepared in accordance with the Standard Method of
Measurement of Civil Engineering Quantities produced by ICE, a generalised document,
which had the difficulty of producing anomalies between design offices which were not
standardised until the publication of the Standard Method of Measurement for Roads and
Bridgeworks.
The design of the urban intersection bridges presented a considerable challenge:
The geometry both in plan and elevation was complex, the lane widths varied and
the super elevation was not constant.
The design had to allow for fiiture extensions of the motorway. In some cases, as
at Townhead Stage 1, temporary connections were made to the surface roads.
Stubs were left for the Maryhill Motorway on viaduct 11 and the east end of
viaduct 12 of the Woodside section, but have proved redimdant since the plans
were changed at a later date. Stubs were also left at the south end of the Kingston
Bridge to be used for the completion of the south flank but they too have been
abandoned
,. .
There were a nimiber of obstacles to the construction. Existing underground
public utility services had to be diverted and the remains of previous urban
activities such as old mineworkings, old foundations, former chemical works and
aggressive groimd water dealt with The Glasgow Underground railway had to be
bridged or accommodated. Spans were required over existing roads carrying
traffic. Pedestrian routes had to be considered, requiring either footbridges or
underpasses.

With these considerations concrete was the preferred material because it could be cast
into the complex shapes and it was believed to be durable and would require no
maintenance. Structural steel was not considered to be economical for these types of
structures. Standard section steel beams were only suitable for simple square decks and
welded boxes were expensive to fabricate and erect.
It was also thought that with the state of the steel industry at the time programmes might
not be met. Beyond that steel, required regular painting to avoid corrosion. Concrete
was considered to be far more durable being assumed to be impermeable, so much so
that it was not considered necessary to waterproof the bridge decks. However, Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick thought otherwise and waterproofing was apphed to the Townhead
Stage 1 structures and subsequently to all other bridges. Their introduction air
entrainment improved the durability of concrete.
The use of concrete, either reinforced or prestressed, was encouraged and assisted by the
Cement and Concrete Association who in the interests of promoting the sale of cement
organised educational coxirses in design and pubUshed technical advice notes. Their
work on the development of higher strength concrete enhanced the use of prestressed
concrete. The issue of a design for standard precast prestressed beams assisted
substantially in the construction of bridges over roads and railways.
The use of concrete allowed Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick to introduce continuous
prestressed concrete box girder designs
GEOPHYSICAL GROUND CONDITIONS

The City of Glasgow is built partly on an extensive sheet of superficial deposits of
alluvial sands gravels and brick clays and partly on drumlins of dense boulder clay
including fairly large boulders. Underlying are rocks of the carboniferous Limestone
Series consisting mainly of alternating layers of shales, limestones and sandstones
interposed with coal measures some of which are thick and have been widely wrought.
The strata varied considerably. At the North East comer on the Monkland and Townhead
sections it was mainly boulder clay, providing good foundations with rock at a depth of
approximately 25 feet. On the North Flank the depth of rock variedfi-oma few feet to
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50ft (15m) overlain by boulder clay at the East and the alluvial deposits at the West. The
foundations for the structures were pad footings where the depth of rock was less than 15
ft (5m) and 40" (100 cm) insitu concrete bored piles where the rock was deeper than this.
On the west Flank the rockhead was approximately 15ft(5m) overlain by some boulder
clay and alluvial clays but it deepened rapidly to 50ft(15m) in the vicinity of St Vincent
Street and to 120ft(37m) at the Kingston Bridge necessitating the use of steel H piles.
On the Renfrew Motorways the ground conditions varied. To the east of the railway
crossing at Bellahouston the rockhead was 65 ft (20m) to 100 ft (30 m) overlain by stiff
boulder clay and alluvial deposits necessitating many very long steel H piles for Scotland
Street viaduct and retaining walls. To the west the rockhead was only 30 ft (10m) deep
overlain by a stiff boulder clay which provided good foundations for pad footings.
The thicker coal measures had been extensively worked, notably at the west end of the
Woodside section and the west end of the Renfrew section, by the stoop and room
method.
They had not been backfilled and were liable to cause subsidence if a stoop collapsed.
These voids were located by an extensive grid of boreholes and grouted up with a PFA
cement grout.
TOWNHEAD INTERCHANGE

Townhead Interchange Stage 1 on the North Flank of the motorway wasfliefirst stage to
be constructed and was opened to traffic in 1968. It has been substantially extended
since then as the road scheme has been developed, but at the time the structures consisted
often bridges, six pedestrian imderpasses and thirteen retaining walls.
The bridges were complex since they had to be built over existing roads and follow the
curved alignment of the motorway. Some were heaAoly skewed between 3 5.to 70 degrees
and weretiiusapproximately tr^ezoidal in plan The longest of these were Ramp J East,
820 ft (250m) long with 7 spans of 82ft (25m) to 115ft (35m) and RampJtfEast, 627ft
(191m)long and 5 similar spans. They were constructed as spine beam bridges with
twin prestressed post-tensioned concrete box beams supported on two bearings per box.
The construction procedure, usual in this type of work was to cast and stress the first
span to 15 ft (4.5m) beyond the pier. The next span was cast and stressed to the first,
continuity being obtained by loping the stressing tendons over the piers. The
connecting deck and cantilever were then cast. The prestressing system used was the
PSC 12 strad/0.6 in wire Freysinet Multistrand system.
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The bridges of less skew and shorter spans were constructed as cellular reinforced
concrete slabs
The retaining walls were all of standard reinforced concrete cantilever construction and
faced with random rubble red sandstone from a quarry in Dumfries.
WOODSroE SECTION

The Woodside section comprised most of the North Flank connecting Townhead and
Cowcaddens with Great Western Road and the West Flank to Charing Cross. It
consisted of seven bridge (including two viaducts), two footbridges, two pedestrian
underpasses and eleven retaining walls.
The most significant structures were the two viaducts, bridge 11, 1,500 ft (460m) and
bridge 12 1,200 ft (365 m) long. These structures were complicated since they were
required to have carriageway widths varying from 49ft (15m) to 72ft (22m) and have
stubs to accommodate the anticipated Maryhill motorway elevated ramp leading to the
north, stubs that were never needed since the road system was changed. The form of
construction was also governed by the need to maintain the busy traffic on New City
Road and Garscube Road, and also the need to have a short construction period. These
requirements were too onerous for an economic cast insitu spine beam solution but could
be met by a precast post-tensioned beam and slab solution. The beams, 82ft (25m) and
weighing 80 tons, were supported on inverted "T" reinforced concrete pierheads recessed
into the deck with half joints. This gave a 95 ft (29m) span with a constant 5'10"
(1.79m) construction depth. The edges of the bridges were composed of precast posttensioned box beams curved to follow the varying alignment of the road.
The beams were simply supported on rubber bearings on half joints and were fixed at
one end and free at the other. The total of 224 beams were all cast on site with a
production rate of a beam per day while the foundations and columns were being
constructed and stored for erection thus giving speedy construction at the expense of the
contmuity achieved on the viaducts on other sections.
Footings were either pads on rock or bored cast insitu concrete piles when the rockhead
was greater than 15 ft (5m). The columns on the viaducts were 6ft (1.82m) diameter
multi faceted and rectangular or circular elsewhere
Instead of cladding the abutments and retaining walls with sandstone precast panels with
exposed aggregate facing were developed and used universally on the rest of the
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motorway system. This panel, which acted as the front shutter proved to be an
economical, aesthetically pleasing and quick method of construction.
CHARING CROSS SECTION

The Charing Cross section linking the North Flank with the Kingston Bridge was one of
the most demanding of the motorway projects. It was set between the steeply rising
ground of tbe Park Circus and Gamethill areas and, not being in a comprehensive
development area, involved the demolition of important Victorian buildings such as the
Grand Hotel, the diversion of the multiplicity of services and the handling of heavy
traffic on North Street, Sauchiehall Street..
Consideration was given to building the whole section on an elevated structure to avoid
some of these problems but to preserve the general amenity of the area and not to dwarf
the Mitchell Library it was decided to construct it in cutting.
This meant a large structural content as there were long lengths of retaining wall, several
overbridges, a bridge over the low level electrified railway into Queen Street Station and
what was effectively a cut and cover tunnel at Charing Cross.
The retaining walls in this section are of particular interest because instead of being a
conventional cantilever reinforced concrete walls they were constructed as sheet pile
walls tied back with rock anchors. A construction method that is conmion for temporary
works but more unusual for permanent works. The advantage was that it minimised the
construction effects on services, traffic and existing buildings and thus showed
considerable savings. Precast concrete facing panels provided an acceptable ^pearance.
The sheet piling was of 3N or 4N section, high yield steel, of which 2.500 tons were
used For the majority of the walls two rows of rock anchors were installed. The anchors
comprised tendons of l/2ins (125rmn) diameter Dyform Strand, with load capacities up
to 126 tons, and protected from corrosion by a covering of grease filled p.v.s. Specially
fabricated anchorage heads were incorporated of double channel continuous walings. To
avoid high levels of noise and vibration the Taylor Woodrow Pilemaster equipment was
used rather than a conventional percussion hammer
To allow for the limited possession time on the busy electrified low level railway to
Queen Street the deck of the bridge over the railway was constructed of 80 ft. (24m)
prestressed precast box beams on two levels, one for the depressed motorway and one
for the adjacent parallel surface level streets.
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The overbridges at Bath Street and the Charing Cross tunnel, 450 ft (137m) long, had to
carry a variety of pubUc utility service pipes and cables and w^ere therefore of two span
reinforced concrete slab deck construction.
The two motorway ramps were the typical cast in situ prestressed continuous concrete
boxes on reinforced concrete piers. One was a five span 60 ft (18m) viaduct and the
other a varying depth box of two spans of 54ft(16m) and one of the 120ft(36.5m).
As part of the plan to provide for fiiture development a simple four span concrete slab
bridge was built across the motorway and above street level at Charing Cross. The idea
was that it would accommodate a shopping development and footways that would
provide a commercial link across the motorway as a continuation of the three storey
Sauchiehall Street. Unfortunately, the development did not come and Tay House was
buih instead in the 1980's.
KINGSTON BRIDGE AND APPROACHES

This section is probably the most significant of the contracts on the Iimer Ring Road
since it provided immediate relief to the existing city bridges.
It consisted of the construction of three miles of elevated road of widths varying from
five lanes to a single lane, two miles of new surface roads, two road bridges and two
footbridges as well as the Kingston Bridge itself
APPROACH STRUCTURES

The structural arrangement of the approaches was influenced by the existing and
proposed surface road layout, services and the railway tunnel under Argyle Street.
Although there are so many variables in the layout, a high degree of standardisation was
achieved which was necessary to obtain fiill benefit form repetitive construction
procedures.
The structural form comprised columns at approximately 70 ft (21m) centres supporting
100 ft (30m) long prestressed concrete box beams which alternate with 40 ft (12m)
suspended spans of normal reinforced concrete.
All elevated structures were supported on piled bases. Two tj'pes of piles were used.
West's 21 "diameter shell piles where a suitable bearing could be foxmd in dense sand,
and of 12"xl2" by 83 lb/ft steel H piles section driven to bedrock elsewhere and imder
all continuous structures.
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It was realised at the early planning stage that the overall appearance of the project could
be considerably enhanced or marred by the columns; there were over one hundred on
each side of the river. The column had to be wide at the top to give a bearing to the box
beams and wide enough in the longitudinal direction at the base to resist bending
moments. The shape which was finally chosen comprised twin parabolas at the top and
twin cubic parabolas at a level 80 ft (24m) below the top, the main axis of the latter
being disposed at right angles to tliose at the top. The perimeter is ahnost constant
throughout the height. This shape allowed the reuse of the shutter the difference in
height being catered for by casting the tallest columns first. It was also suitable to deal
with the longitudinal and lateral forces that occurred since the colunms were fixed at the
bottom and pinned at the top.
The superstructure consisted of lOOft (30.48m) prestressed concrete twin boxes carried
as table tops on colunms at 70 ft (21m) centres with 15ft (1.4m) cantilevers. The CCL
strand force prestressing system with 5 or 10 strand of 0.7" diameter stabilised wire was
used in 4.5" by 1" flat ducts stressed from both ends. The 40 ft (12m) suspended spans
were designed in reinforced concrete and supported on half joints to preserve the
continmty of the soffit..
Parts of the deck could not be treated in this standard way because of the long spans or
sharp curvature section. These were designed as prestressed continuous boxes over
several spans.
THE KINGSTON BRIDGE

In the report prepared in 1945 by Robert Bruce, the City Engineer, a quay level bridge at
Carnoustie Street was proposed, the intention being to limit the berthing of large ships to
downstream of that point. Later, the Glasgow Inner Ring Road plan proposed a high
level route for the motorway on the same line, the intention being to provide access for
boats and dredgers as far upstream as the King George V Bridge However, there was a
case for both high and a low level bridges and initial plans were made for a dual purpose
bridge in die form of an aich, but the need to allow baiges to diedge the river as fai as
the King George V Bridge finally led to the abandonment of the qxiay level bridge. The
final choice of an insitu prestressed concrete cantilever box beam rather than an arch was
made because it allowed construction to proceed without disturbing the traffic on the
busy Clydeside streets. It was cast insitu because the use of precast box units would have
been more expensive and impracticable to transport in the adjacent streets. Steel boxes
were considered and a preliminary design prepared but it showed that cost and the
problems of transport made concrete the preferred solution.
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The Kingston Bridge provides ten traffic lanes on two independent stnictures each 68ft
(20.7m) wide. It crosses the River Clyde on a single central span of 470 ft (143.26m)
with a navigation clearance of 60 ft (i8.2m) above high water and two side spans of 205
ft (62.5m). Since shipping considerations precluded the use of temporary props on the
river it was constructed as a balancedfi-eecantilever with the land span leading the river
span by 10ft(3m) to ensure stability.
The ground conditions were sandstone or siltstone at a depth of some 120 ft (36.5m)
overlain by boulder clay with large cobbles and alluvial sands and silts. The footings of
the main piers were therefore founded on heavy section steel H piles together with eight
large diameter bored piles in each foundation.
The existing riverside quays are founded at river bed level and protected by 25 ft (7.6m)
long timber sheet piles and therefore to avoid their distiu-bance the main bridge piers
were founded 45ft(13.7m) behind the quay walls.
Both piers were lunged with knuckle pin bearings al llieir base inmiedialely above llie
pile cap. There was a hinge at deck soffit level on the north pier while the south pier was
cast encastre with the superstructure. The south pier, therefore, formed a fixed point and
the bridge was free to expand northwards over the north pier which acted as a large
rocker 25 ft (7m) high. In practice the south pier did not provide a fixed point and the
structiu-e was a mechanism propped by the North viaducts
The superstructure consists of a 53 ft (16m) wide three-cell box girder with 7.5 ft (23m)
cantilevers which taper from 35 ft (10.6m) deep at the piers to 8 ft (2.4m) at mid span
and 4.4 ft (I3.5m) at ends.
The boxes are cast in high stiength 6,000 psi (41 N/mm^) 28 day strength concrete and
stressed Avith four bar 1.25" (32mm) Macalloy tendons in the topflangeof the deck slab.
There is also stressing in the lower flange at midspan to cater for the live loads and
single bar 1.25(32mm) vertical tendons are incorporated in the webs resist shear forces.
The first 30 ft (9m) of the land span and 20 ft (60m) of the river span were cast on
conventional formwork and thereafter cantilevered out in 10ft(3m) sections and stressed
to the previous section. The structure was designed to be continuous at the jxmction of
the two cantilevers which was achieved by using steel trusses cast into the last concrete
pour and joined with a bolted splice.
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RENFREW MOTORWAY STAGE 1

The Renfrew Motorway Stage 1 runs parallel to the river Clyde from the Kingston
Bridge in the East to Helen Street in the West where it links with Stage II which extends
the M8fromthe Inner Ring Road to Glasgow Airport and Linwood.
Tiie motorway runs ilu-ough a populated subuiban area with a consequent need to
maintain cross-links for traffic, services and pedestrian.
The structures on the project were complex since bridges were required over surface
streets and there was a need to span the Glasgow Underground, the Glasgow Paisley
Railway, the railway to General Terminus quay and provide for the merging of Ayr
Motorway with the Inner Ring Road.
There arc three distinct bridge types on the project typical of the Glasgow Motorway.
1.
Prestressed Concrete Box Girder Bridges:
Scotland Street Viaduct
(Table Top with suspended spans)
Paisley Road West Bridge
(Continuous box beams)
Ramp A Bridge
(Continuous box beams)
Ramp C Bridge
(Continuous box beams)
2.
Pre-tensioned M Beams Bridges:
Bellahouston Bridge
(Portal Construction)
Gower Street Bridge
(Portal Construction)
Helen Street Bridge
(Simply Supported)
British Rail Bridge 10
(Simply Supported)
3.
Continuous Flat Slab Reinforced Concrete Bridges:
Dumbreck Road Bridge
(Continuous)
Scotiand Street Viaduct was such a typical complex structure since it carried the four
three-lane carriageways of the motorway over Seaward Street, the General Terminus
railway line and the Glasgow Underground. The crossing of the underground was at an
extreme skew and required large foundations to span it. The gro\md conditions were
alluvial sands and silts overlying boulder clay necessitating steel H piles driven to rock
to minimise vibrations the piles alongside the railway were driven through holes bored to
rail level which were subsequently back frilled with concrete.
The main span of 110ft (33.5m) between piers was too long for a simply supported
beam, as at the Woodside viaducts, so the deck was therefore constructed as a twin post-
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tensioned concrete box tabletop cantilevering beyond the piers with a 65ft (20m) long
reinforced concrete box beam suspended span supported on half joints all with a
construction depth of 5.25ft (1.6m)
Ramps A «fe C formed the braided interchange for the Ayr Motorway and were
constructed of continuous cast in situ prestressed concrete cellular boxes. The thermal
stresses and movement of these curved structures were controlled by having only one
fixed end with, a vertical pin and a horizontal siderrestraint at the free end. The deck was
carried on single bearings intermediate columns allowing movement in all directions.
Ramp A was a triple box varying in width from 52.8ft (16.1) to 71.8 ft (21.9m) with a
construction depth of 5.5ft (1.65m) and had seven spans with a total length of 704 ft
(214.8m). Ramp C was a twin box with a constant width of 37.25 ft (11.35m) and depth
of 1.6 m andfivespans and a length of 569ft(173.5m).
The bridge carrying Paisley Road West over the Motorway is of a similar construction
being a single prestressed box 34.75ft (10.6m) wide and 5.6ft (1.7m) deep and having
four spans of a total length of469ft (143m).
The foundations for all these bridges are on bored concrete piles to rockhead.
Bellahouston Bridge carried the motorway over the Glasgow Paisley electrified main
railway line at an e^proximately 30° skew. The construction was the standard for this
type of bridge of a 708ft (216m) long "tunnel" constructed of reinforced concrete
abutments and a 71.2 ft (21.7m) span prestressed concrete "M" beam deck. Some
economy was achieved by making the bridge a portal fi-ame construction rather than
simply supported. The ground was afirmboulder clay so the structure did not need piles
but there was a worked seam of the Knightswood gas coal which required consolidation
by grouting. The construction of the bridge was complicated by the overhead electrified
wires and the continuous long welded railway track. Work adjacent to the track was
carried out dining track running using "fail-safe" methods approved by British Rail but
over the line work was limited to restricted hours of isolation and possession of the
railway. Excavation of foundations was limited in length and heavUy supported during
the simmier months to avoid buckling of the track
The remaining structures at Helen Sfreet and Dumbreck Road are of a standard "M"
beam or reinforced concrete slab construction and are dominated by the need to carry
public utihty services.
To provide pedestrian access across the motorway a total of five footbridges were built
on the lines of recognised pedestrian routes. Since the crossing of the motorway was up
to 410ft (125m) footbridges were prefeaed to long inhospitable underpasses. They were

made as attractive as possible by providing low gradient helical ramps rather than steps.
The construction was presttessedA^iicret^^
table tops of 92 ft (28m) span
and 3 .Oft (925mm) depth with reinforcedconcrete suspended spans.
^^.^j^
vd
RENFREW MOTORWAY STAGE 2
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Stage 2 of the Renfrew Motorway extended from Helen Street in the east to the existing
M8 at Hillington roundabout
It crosses the electrified railway line again on a high skew with the Craigton Road
Tunnel. This is of sunilar construction to Bellahouston Bridge of a precast prestressed
concrete beam deck on piled insitu concrete abutments. There is however a pedestrian
underpass suspended in the tunnel below the motorway but above the railway.
Further west the Cardonald Interchange links the motorway with the approaches to the
Clyde Tunnel. This is a complex junction comprising several bridges. Berrryknowes
Road Bridge is over the off ramp from the Clyde Tunnel and since it carries services
including large diameter water and gas mains is a reiirforced concrete voided slab. The
Berryknowes road Viaduct over the motorway is a three span continuous post-tensioned
prestressed concrete cellular box with large service ducts. The Clyde Tunnel Approaches
Bridge over the motorway has five simply supported spans. The end spans are insitu
reinforced concrete, two others are composite M beam construction and the centre
comprises precast pressed concrete box beams transversely post tensioned.
The motorway crosses the Shieldhall railway branch line on the Woyka Viaduct. It has a
separate bridge for each carriageway comprising seven spans in precast prestressed
concrete and the two end spans in insitu concrete. It also crosses the line to the
marshalling yard on the King George V Bridge again by a separate skewed tiiree span
structiu-e for each carriageway. They are constructed of insitu concrete end spans
cantilevering beyond the piers to carry a centre span of precast presfressed concrete
beams transversely post tensioned.
All the structures are piled with bored or precast concrete piles to rockhead.

MONKLAND MOTORWAY

The Monkland Motorway connects the Inner Ring Road at Townhead to the M74 at
Bailleston Interchange. It follows the line of the Monkland Canal- a branch of the Forth
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and Clyde Canal and abandoned to navigation in 1950. To accommodate the motorway it
was necessary to pipe the canal from Pinkston basin over its whole length within the
City.
There are three grade separated interchanges connecting the motorway with the surface
streets.
At the Blochaim interchange the motorway is carried over the road and the electrified
Glasgow Edinburgh railway line on two three span bridges constructed of pretensioned
"M" beams on concrete wall piers,
At Provan the motorway is carried on two viaduct structures at an elevation suitable to
accommodate the junction with the Stirling Motorway through the supporting piers. The
eastbound viaduct has nine spans and the westboimd eight. The 47.5ft (14.7m) wide
carriageway is constructed as a pair of twin pretressed boxes as table tops supporting
reinforced concrete suspended spans.
At Cxunbemauld Road the existing road is reconstructed to dual carriageway standard
and carried over the motorway on two fom span bridges of cellular reinforced concrete
deck construction.
The pedestrian movements are provided by two box underpasses and five footbridges.
The bridges are of variable deptii continuous post tensioned box construction with clear
span over the motorway of 145ft (47m),
At the realigned Alexandra Parade there is 443 ft (135m) of retaining wall constructed of
contiguous 900mm bored piles partly a free standing cantilever and partly anchored back
to the rock with Macalloy bars
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3 Contracts

Table
Contract
M8
M8
M8
M8

Townhead - 1
Kingston Bridge
Woodside
Charing Cross
Total Ring Road
M8 Renfrew 1
M8 Renfrew 2
Total Renfrew
M8 Monkland 1
M8 Monkland 2A
M8 Monkland 2B
Total Monkland
Total length M8
Townhead Stage 2
M80 Stepps Bypass
M74 Northern Extn
Total
M77 Ayr Motorway 1
M77 Ayr Motorway 2
Total length M77
Subtotal
Total length of
Motorways in City

Date of
opening

Length
kms

Designed
by

April 1 968 1.5
June 1970 1.5
May 1971
1 .1
Feb 1972
0.9
Oct 1976
Oct ] 976

3.0
3.4

May 1975
June 1979
April 1980

3.1
2.1
3.5

Built

by

S WK
Marples Ridgeway
W. A. Fairhurst
Logan / ditto
SWK
Balfour Beatty
W.A. Fairhurst
Whatlings
5.0

SWK
W. A. Fairhurst

6.4

Glasgow City
Strathclyde
Strathclyde

8.7

Balfour Beatty
L. Fairclough
Costoin
Whatlings
French Kier

20.1
April 1992
June 1992
Late 1993

0.7
3.8*
4.5

Aug 1981
Dec 1996

1.3
5.0*

6.3

Tarmac
Lilley/Kier

SWK
Strathclyde

Whatlings
Tarmac

15.3

35.4

M8 Widen Jtn 13 to 1 7

4.5

Clydeside Expressway
April 1973
Tunnel Approaches
1967
Total
Springburn Expressway April 1 982
Crow Road
1990?
Total
Total length of Expressways

5.2
2.0

Proposed M74 Completion

9.0

?

Strathclyde
Strathclyde
trathclyde

2010

2.9
2.2

W Halcrow
W Halcrow

7.2

Strathclyde
Strathclyde
5.1

Balfour Beatty
Melville Dundas
& Whitson

12.3

8.0
* Length of road within City only
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DETAILS OF ANCHORED RETAINING WALLS
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PROPOSED BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER CLYOE^^LYDEFERRY

STREET / SHEARER STREET

LONGITUDINAL SECTION

150
3000
2000
Shoulder

10-950
3 Lanes

Topsoil

i'500
Antral Reserve

1 000

10-950
3 Lanes

3-000
Shoulder

1150

I 3 000
PI

Pbi

3 •
La

Guardrail

Crd^^rains

Rock Cutting

^00 Asphalt
1-250 D.bit. base
M50 granular layer
on rock

i
"

Stacked siAsoil carrier
drain.

Moo rolled asphalt (two courses)
'-250 dense bitumen base
200-^450 granular sub-base

Soil Cutting
CARRIAGEWAY

CONSTRUCTION

4ft

I

I

I

J

I

I

7 ft 6 m.

Typical cross-section of bridge deck near crown.

Typical cross-section near springings.

KINGSTON BRIDGE I

1
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ring road
(northbound)

west froncaf e
road aiMj Bothwell
Street off ramp

1

east frontage road and
W a t e r l o o Street on ramps

ring road
(southbound)

,1,1. I
east frontage road

Typical

c r o s s - s e c t i o n of aproaches,

Anderston

1

1
Cross

KINGSTON BRIDGE APPROACHES

SCOn-AND STREET
VIADUCT

BELLAHOUSTCHM
BRIDGE

1 -1

BRIDGE
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C
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B-B

PLAN

A-A

1
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1
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1

it
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HELEN STREET
BRIDGE

P r e c a s t Prastressed M' Beaml.

.Insitu R.C. Slab
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34
Photo No 5 Renfrew Motorway - Stage 1 s h o r t l y a f t e r opening in 1976
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Photo No 2 N o r t h Flank o f Ring Road

36
Photos Nos 3 and 4 - Charing Cross - northwest corner of Ring Road

R E N F R E W I B E L L A H O U S T O N B R I D G E Looking north east
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KINGSTON BRIDGE

INTERCHANGE SOUTH OF KINGSTON BRIDGE

RENFREW I RAMPS A AND B
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TOWNHEAD INTERCHANGE PEDESTRIAN UNDERPASS
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